
Name: _______________________________ 
 
DeVito / English 7 
 
Take out all your writing from your folder… 
 

First Quarter Writing 

Reflection 

 

Writing Assignments from First Quarter and the Grades Each Received— 
Review each assignment in your writing portfolio folder and write the grade it received here: 

 

Practice Journal:  leave blank/ no grade 

Journal #1:                  /10           IB grade circled:   
 

Journal #2:                  /10           IB grade circled: 
 

Journal #3:                  /10           IB grade circled: 
 

Journal #4:                 / 10           IB grade circled: 
 

Essay:                          /40            IB grade circled: 
 

 
1.  Choose 3 comments from your writing, and copy them below.  Look for common comments among 
assignments. 

Comment: 
 
 
 

Comment: 
 
 
 

Comment:  
 
 
 

 

2.  Is there a pattern or common comment I see a lot?  What can I learn from these comments?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Are there any journals where I received no comments, have only check-marks and/or lots of 

underlined moments, or have positive comments ? If so, which ones: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________, and what did I do well in these writing assignments? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 



Evaluate your self - Circle any or all statements that apply (and you can add your own!)  Be honest!! 

a. I rushed through most or all of these assignments just to get them done. 

b. I worked hard on them and did the best I could. 

c. I need more help with these types of assignments. 

d.  These writing assignments do not show my true potential and ability. 

e. These writing assignments are a true representation of my best work. 

f. I have trouble including and explaining details. 

g.  I totally got this! I am going to challenge myself to grow in my writing! 
 
 
Looking forward…  Based on teacher comments, class discussions, and my reflections today, what 

should I work on for my future writing assignments  Let’s set goals...   

Based on teacher comments, class discussions, and my reflections today, I will: 

(A) continue to work on improving my writing skills by 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

(B) put more effort in to my writing by 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

(C) challenge myself in my writing by 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

CIRCLE things you plan to do or keep in mind for second quarter writing assignments: 

Add more key details.  Review my journal before I turn it in. 

Take more time.  Take time to be sure I understand the prompt. 

Visit Academy to discuss my work before I turn it in. 

Do a better job proof-reading my own writing. 

Ask myself, did I provide enough support.  

Put all journals in chronological order and then place the essay behind them.  Then, PAPERCLIP ALL 

your writing together with this reflection on top.  YAY!!!  You have completed    


